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Once you have read the book, it is time to move outside. Take a few minutes to prepare for the 
outdoors and remember, the more comfortable you are the more success you will have on this 
endeavor. Follow the guide below to an adventure beyond the book!

Beyond the Book Activity

Engage: Which Way Is North? Extend: Landmarks in Your Life
Understanding the cardinal directions helps us to navigate the 
world around us. This is a compass rose. The compass rose 
shows the cardinal directions, north, east, south and west.

 

It’s helpful to remember the order of the directions around 
the compass rose so we make up silly sentences like this 
one: Never Eat Soggy Waffles. 

Come up with your own silly sentence to remember the 
order of the cardinal directions!
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Landmarks are easily recognizable objects like buildings, 
trees, roads or parts of the landscape like a mountain 
or river. Look at the legend in the map above. Using the 
words, can you identify the landmark and draw the missing 
symbols? A symbol is a simple image or mark that stands for 
something else.

Landmarks can also be important moments in your life, like 
the first day of school. It’s important to feel prepared for a 
big event or the start of a new adventure. On the back of 
this lesson or another piece of paper, prepare for your first 
day by creating a map to explain how you will get to school. 
Remember to include a legend and any notable landmarks 
you come across.

Explore: Take It Outside Resources
Go outside holding this lesson. Face the direction where the 
sun comes up. Rotate the page until the E on the compass 
rose is pointing to where the sun rises. Now your compass 
rose should be oriented to the correct direction. 

To double check, point to where the sun sets. Does your 
compass rose point west? If not, rotate until the E points to 
the sunrise and W points to the sunset. 

Your compass rose should now tell you the rough location of 
the cardinal directions, including north and south.

State Tabletop Maps, National Geographic
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/topics/state-
mapmaker-kits/?q=&page=1&per_page=25

Download, print and assemble a map.

Google Earth
https://www.google.com/earth/
Explore the earth with an interactive globe.

Story Time Read Aloud Books: 
Me on the Map, by Joan Sweeney 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyXjSCz1vRw

Adios Oscar, A Butterfly Fable, by Peter Elwell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQnMwhV_dgE

The Night Before 
First Grade
by Natasha Wing


